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Bushra Anjum: What is your big concern about the future of computing to which you are dedicating yourself?
Lauren Maffeo: My main concern is the bias within datasets that are used to train machine learning (ML) algorithms. These algorithms underpin products that have far-reaching consequences.
One well-known example of machine bias is a product called COMPAS, which is an ML algorithm that predicts how likely defendants are to recommit crimes. Research from ProPublica found that the algorithm has been two times more likely to correlate black skin with a higher likelihood to re-offend incorrectly. It has also been two times more likely to correlate white skin with a lower likelihood to re-offend incorrectly.
Another example of machine bias is voice-activated interfaces that only recognize a small number of voices. As a Ph.D. student, Dr. Carol Reiley used Microsoft's speech recognition API to build a voice-activated interface. But because the API was created mostly by men of a certain age, Dr. Reiley's interface couldn't recognize her own voice! It is important to note that most machine bias isn't intentional. Instead, it appears as an indirect bias-a byproduct of non-sensitive attributes that correlate with sensitive attributes (race, religion, etc.). For example, even if a sensitive attribute like race is not directly accounted for within a dataset, other factors (like higher incarceration rates for people with black skin or a higher police presence in certain zip codes) might cause an incorrect correlation (like an algorithm incorrectly predicting that someone is more likely to re-offend based on their skin color). And since many of these algorithms are black-boxed, machine learning engineers can't always explain how they make decisions [Dave Gershgorn, Quartz] .
Machine bias often occurs because the datasets that are used to train ML algorithms are not diverse enough. For example, voice-activated user interfaces fail when the datasets aren't exposed to enough voice variations, such as accents and inflections.
Without data scientists who consistently monitor the training data that ML algorithms receive in both deployment and production, the risk of bias creeps in and can go unchecked. Any business that builds and deploys ML algorithms should be responsible for assessing the health of their datasets throughout product lifecycles.
BA: How did you first become interested in ML bias? What inspired further research?
LM: Machine bias is a hot topic in the tech world right now. This isn't a new problem though, as machine bias has existed for as long as we've tried using tech to make "unbiased" decisions.
The difference today is that we have unprecedented amounts of data, and it's easier than ever to build raw predictive models and use these data sets as training sets. The more data an algorithm has, the more examples it has to "train" itself and learn what's right or wrong. But if the quality of data in a training set is poor and/or unmonitored, the algorithm will make incorrect associations. This is also where indirect bias comes in.
I first became interested in AI as an analyst at Gartner. Within recent years, we've seen widespread fear that AI technology will surpass humans' physical and cognitive capabilities. I found this fascinating and wanted to understand this technology to know why it has advanced in such a short timeframe.
Since Gartner is a treasure trove of research on AI, I read as much as I could about this subject so that I could start researching it myself. I initially pursued this research as a passion project before it became a stronger focal point of my work. In late 2017, I realized how ubiquitous AI already is within consumer and business-to-business (B2B) products that we use daily: It's just that we don't recognize it as "AI" per se. If you use products like Slack, Alexa, or an iPhone, you already use AI. But since there is so much misinformation about AI, discomfort and confusion can lead to not realizing how AI helps us and being too scared of this technology to avoid investing in it.
So, I recently published research for Gartner on how application leaders who report to CIOs and manage development teams can use AI technologies like deep learning and semantic parsing to solve a range of business problems. This research also explains how application leaders should assess the health of datasets that train the algorithms they'll use, for example working with software vendors who incorporate ML into their products to understand how these vendors manage their datasets.
It's a well-established fact that machine bias is unavoidable. It depends on priorities set by the algorithms' designers and which methods of fairness designers account for at the start. The problem is that as fairness increases by one measure, it may decrease by another.
That said, machine bias is not an unmanageable problem. There are steps that product and development teams can take to reduce machine bias throughout the lifecycle such as using a pick-step to select a representative set of predictions or conclusions to be explained and then approximating the model close to those predictions.
If readers have their own thoughts on how to achieve this, feel free to connect with me on LinkedIn and Twitter. Many thanks to Bushra and the ACM Ubiquity team for letting me share my thoughts! 
